
DAZZLING OCEANIA

Explore Auckland on this tour designed to give well-deserved 
attention to an incredible destination that would otherwise be 

missed. This pre-cruise tour is the ultimate accessory to a 
remarkable trip.

INCLUSIONS 

• 1 night at the 4-star Cordis
Hotel with Breakfast

• 1 half-day sightseeing
excursion

• Professional tour guide

• Exclusive Go Next Program
Manager and hospitality
desk

• Transfers between cruise
ship, hotel, and airport,*
with related luggage
handling

*FOR GUESTS BOOKING THEIR
OWN AIRFARE: Airport transfers are
only applicable on program dates.
You must provide your complete flight
details to Go Next 30 days prior to
departure in order to ensure airport
transfers.

Enjoy the wealth of experiences offered in the delightful city of 
Auckland, famed for its plentiful parks, gardens, and Waitemata 

Harbour, New Zealand’s busiest and largest port. Take in 
this thriving city’s historic buildings, trendy shops, and varied 
restaurants. Venture out onto the emerald waters of Hauraki 

Gulf for a visit to the white sand beaches of Waiheke Island, or 
discover world-class vineyards and olive groves. In Auckland, 

there is something for everyone.

Auckland 
Go Beyond Exclusive
Pre-Cruise Program

February 23+–24, 2024
 $999 PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
$1,199, SINGLE, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY



FEB 21

FEB 22

FEB 23

FEB 24

THE CORDIS HOTEL
Relax and explore the 
treasures of Auckland in the 
Cordis Hotel, conveniently 
located near Upper Queen 
Street and within walking 
distance of the waterfront, 
the Auckland Domain, and 
other unique attractions. 
This sophisticated hotel 
combines classic furnishings 
with signature amenities 
and facilities like the award-
winning Chuana Spa, a 
state-of-the-art fitness studio, 
a heated rooftop pool, and 
enticing restaurants and 
bars.

Depart for Auckland

Cross the International Date Line and lose one calendar day. 

Arrive in Auckland and check in at the Cordis Hotel, with early 
check-in. Go Next holds your room for the entire day so that 
no matter how early your flight gets in, you are guaranteed 
immediate access to a luxurious room. Relax and enjoy the 
remainder of the day at leisure.

This morning, begin a half-day panoramic city tour of Auckland. 
Travel along Tamaki Drive where you will have a beautiful photo 
opportunity at Bastion Point (weather permitting) before crossing 
the Auckland Harbor Bridge to the quaint village of Devonport. 
Transfer to Regatta in the afternoon.

Note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, some over uneven terrain, 
and may not be suitable for those with walking difficulties.

+Hotel check-in date is February 23, 2024


